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the followiog on a 4on-empty set X:

point of a subset of X;

subset of X.

r be the claes of subsets of N, set of all naturo,l numbers, consisting of d

all subsets of N of the form En = {n, n + 1, n + 2,. }, where n e N. Show

r is a topology on N. Write down the open sets containing the eleme[t

N,

E ol N for which E' : Nl, where -E' is the set of all limit Points of

subsets of (N, r);

of l,hc sets {7,24,47.85} and {3.6,9.12.. .};

eubsets of N.

that a, subset ,4 of a topological space X is closed if and only if,4 contains

its limit points.

points of the set 1 = {4,13,28, 37};

rhov.'ihat, S = it,;, ;,i, ) is not closed under the usual topolosr

of real numbers.



2. Deffne the terms base 4t\d subbase tot atopologieal space.

(a) Let lE bq a ct4Fs di subsets of a non-empty set X. Then prove that B is a base

for somd topology on X if and only if it satisfies the following properties:

tir Y: I I R\) ',
a€ts

(ii) for any B,Bt € B, if p € B n B' then there exists Bp € B such that
peBptBaB'.

(b) i. Lei t be the discrete topology on y : {o, b, c, d, e}. Find a subbase S for

D, which does not contai4 any singleton $ets.

ii. Let S be a subbase for a topology , on X and ,4 be a subset of X. Show

that the class S,a : {l n S : S € S} is a subbase for the relative topology
TAonA.

3. (a) What is meant by a functiou / Irom a topologica,l space X to a topologica,l

space Y is continuous at a podnt ro e X?

Let / be a function ftom a topological space (X,1) itto a topological spaco

({ r2). Prove the following:

i. J is continuous if and only if /-r(G) is opea in X for each open oet G in
Y.

ii. if 
^9 

is a subbase for i2, theo J is continuous if and only if
/-1(,4) e 1, V.4e ,9.

(b) Defrne Fre.clrct qace (?1) and Hausd,orff space (?.2).

i. Prove that every ?2 space is ?1. Is the eonverse true? Justify your answer.

ii. Prove that a topological space (X,r) is a n space if and only if every

singleton subset of X is closed.

4. Prove or disprove the following sta,tements:

(a) continuous image of a compact set in a topological space is compact.

(b) in the usual topology on lR, the subset (0,1) is compact.

(c) the class of open intenals A. : { (0, } ) : ?r € N} satisfie.s the firite intersection

property and |1e": O.
n€N



(d) (X, r) is a compact topological space if and only if for every class {{} of closed

subset olx, n4 = d implies {4} contains a ffnite subclass {4,, 4,, . .., C-}
i

wlth Fr, n 4, n... nFr- = d.


